
UNIT 1: FAMILY LIFE 

I. Find the word which has a different sound in the part underlined. 

1. A.take B. family C.grateful D. table 

2. A. nursing B. nurture C.turn D. future 

3. A. society B. sociable C.groceries D.finance 

II. Choose the word which has a different stress pattern from the others. 

4. A. breadwinner B. homemaker C.washing-up D.equally 

5. A. routine B. laundry C.household D.finance 

III. Choose the best answer A, B, C or D to complete the sentences. 

6. Do you have to do   ? 

 A. the mess B. your bed C. the washing-up D. the cook 

7. Do you have to    the rubbish out?. 

 A. take B.make C.empty D.do 

8. My mother    the responsibility for running the household. 

 A. holds B. takes C. runs D. bears 

9. We share the house with our grandparents and our uncle’s family. It is a(n)   family 

 A. nuclear B. extended C. crowded D. multi-generation 

10. Are you free on Sunday evening? I’d like to   to the cinema? 

 A. ask you B. ask out you C. ask you out D. ask you away 

11. My mother is very good at    her time between work and family. 

 A. leaving B. splitting C. sharing D. taking 

12. When a couple can    chores in a way that both spouses feel satisfied with the outcome, 

they are showing mutual respect for one another.  

 A.cut B.run C.take D.divide 

13. The children, all three, have done  , mopped, dusted, helped on the house and in the 

yard. 

 A.laundry B.clothes C.groceries D.rubbish 

14. Our parents   hands to provide for the family and make it happy. 

 A.were joining B.are always joining C.join D.joins 

15. My grandparents  with my family at present and my grandmother   me how 

to cook several traditional Vietnamese dishes. 

 A.stay - instructs B.stay - is instructing  

 C.are staying - instructs D.are staying - is instructing 

16. My responsibility is to wash the dishes and    the rubbish. 

 A. take up B. get out C.get up D.take out 

17. The father typically works outside the home while the mother is    domestic duties such 

as homemaking and raising children. 

 A. suitable for B. capable of C. responsible for D. aware of 

18. When both our parents go on business, our next-door neighbours come and    with the 

cooking. 

 A. help out B. help us out C. help out us D. help us in 

19. A healthy    between work and play ensures that everyone has a chance to enjoy their 

lives. 

 A. balance B. equality C. share D. control 

20. One of the ways we    our teenager’s needs as parents is by giving them attention. 



 A.watch B. solve C. share D. meet 

 

 

IV. Write complete sentences using the words/ phrases given in their correct forms. You can 

add some more necessary words, but you have to use all the words given. 

 

1. Family members/ divide/ household chores/ based/ who/ better/ doing them. 

  _______________________________________________________________  

2. For example/ the wife/ cook/ dinner/ and then/ the husband/ clean/ kitchen. 

  _______________________________________________________________  

3. We also/ divide chores/ based/ consideration/ love. 

  _______________________________________________________________  

4. The one/ who/ arrive/ home earlier/ cook the meal/ and the others/ lay/ table/ or do/ washing up. 

  _______________________________________________________________  

5. Parents/ train/ children/ help with housework/ and/ most cases/ they/ willing/ give a hand. 

  

UNIT 2: YOUR BODY AND YOU 

I. Find the word which has a different sound in the part underlined. 

1. A.breath B. health C.heart D. head 

2. A. intestine B. mind C.spine D.reliable 

3. A.yoga B.young C.yin D.rhythm 

II. Choose the word which has a different stress pattern from the others. 

4. A. oxygenate B. ability C. complicated D. regularly 

5. A. allergy B. sleepiness C. additive D. papaya 

III. Choose the best answer A, B, C or D to complete the sentences. 

6. Foods and drinks which strongly    the body can cause stress. 

 A. boost B. develop C. encourage D. stimulate 

7. Some foods and spices may    your breath for days after a meal. 

 A. spoil B. harm C. damage D. reduce 

8.   by the brain and nerves, the nervous system allows us to move, talk, and feel 

emotions. 

 A. Leading B.Being led C. Led D. Having been led 

9. Broccoli supplies a great source of vitamin K, which is known to   thinking function and  

  brainpower. 

 A. stimulate - decrease B. enhance - improve 

 C. encourage - improve D. develop - stop 

10. Yoga increases endurance,    and flexibility. 

 A. strong B. strength C. powerful D. blood 

11. Most herbal medicines are well    by the patient, with fewer side effects. 

 A. tolerate B. tolerating C. tolerated D. being tolerated 

12. It    that half of your plate consists of vegetables and fruit. 

 A. suggests B. suggesting C. is suggested D. is suggesting 

13. I    an interview for a scholarship tomorrow morning. 

 A. will have B. am going to have C. will be having D.will have 

had 



14. Not brushing your teeth regularly  plaque build up on your teeth. 

 A.is going to let B.is going to allow C.will let D.will get 

15. I   a good hot bath in ten minutes in order to take good care of my skin. 

 A.will have B.will have had C.will be having D.is going to have 

16. Fish, poultry, beans, or nuts    half of the dinner plate.  

 A. make B. make out C. make up D. make of 

17. Ailments are caused by a(n)    of yin and yang. 

 A. imbalance B. unequal C. abnormal D. ineffectiveness 

18. In some remote parts of the world, herbs may be the only treatment     to the 

majority of people. 

 A. leading B. available C. easy D. access 

19. There are foods that can help you fall asleep or keep you   . 

 A. wake B. waking C. waking up D. awake 

20. Liver is a large organ in the body which    the blood. 

 

IV. Use the words or phrases given to write meaningful sentences. 

 

1. Cholesterol/ need/ by the body/ keep producing healthy cells. 

  _______________________________________________________________  

2. However/ having/ high cholesterol/ put/ you/ at risk/ heart disease. 

  _______________________________________________________________  

3. Fast food/ like/ hamburgers, fries and fried chicken/ high/ fat/ but/ you/ replace/ these foods/ 

healthier options/ broiled sandwiches, or salads. 

  _______________________________________________________________  

  _______________________________________________________________  

4. Meat, poultry and fish/ good/ health/ when/ taken/ regulated quantity. 

  _______________________________________________________________  

  _______________________________________________________________  

5. We/ avoid/ all the foods/ which/ contribute/ the cholesterol/ body/ not use. 

  _______________________________________________________________  

                                                           

UNIT 3: MUSIC 

 

I. Find the word which has a different sound in the part underlined. 

1. A. pop B. idol C. contest D. top 

2. A. compare B.album C. talent D. fan 

3. A. franchise B. release C. contest D. post 

II. Choose the word which has a different stress pattern from the others. 

4. A. contest B. talent C. album D. debate 

5. A. concert B. award C. release D. compose 

III. Choose the best answer A, B, C or D to complete the sentences. 

6. The tragic end of “Swan Lake” shows that magic is    over love. 



 A. power B. powerful C. powerless D. powerfully 

7. Van Cao’s TienQuanCa was made into the national  of the Socialist Republic of Viet 

Nam.  

 A.song B.music C.melody D.anthem 

8. Chopin is one of the greatest Romantic piano composers whose works are often technically 

  . 

 A.demand B.demanding C.undemanding D.demanded 

9. Her teachers and schoolmates noticed her   a deep love of music during her childhood. 

 A. develop B. to develop C. developing D. developed 

10. A playoff is an extra game in a competition played between two teams or competitors who both 

have the same scores    the winners. 

 A. decide B. to decide C. deciding D. to deciding 

11. Hat Boi involves singing with distinctive vocal production techniques, symbolic gestures,   it 

is extremely difficult to perform    requires special training in the art form. 

 A. and - but B. so - but C. so - and D. but - and 

12. Scenes in CaiLuong are elaborate   they are changed frequently throughout the play. 

 A. and B. or C. but D. so 

13. Many “American Idol” contestants went on to become huge stars,   the popularity of 

“American Idol” began to decrease. 

 A. and B. but C. so D. or 

14. “Don ca tai tu Nam bo” is a practice that helps    people together   on the land and 

rivers of the Mekong Delta region. 

 A. bringing - work  B. to bring - to work  

 C. to bringing - working D. be brought - to working 

15. To celebrate 60 years of the Eurovision Song Contest, Australia has been given a place in the 

  . 

 A. end B. stop C. final D. bottom 

16. Indonesians really enjoy Dangdut, a kind of Indonesian popular music, because the  

 beat compels listeners to dance together in the Ghoomar style. 

 A. power B. powerful C. powerless D. powerfully 

17. The first ever Junior Eurovision Song Contest (JESC)    in Denmark, in 2003. 

 A. took part B. took place C. took advantage D. took care 

18. Vietnam Idol, a music reality show, is becoming popular among young    who love to 

watch their generation on TV. 

 A. spectators B. singers C. audiences D. teenage 

19. Some contestants manage   the fame from the TV game shows. 

 A. gain B. gaining C. to be gained D. to gain 

20. The local authorities will cooperate with the Department of Education and training    

the traditional music in the schools next year. 

A. to teach B. teach C. teaching D. taught  

 



IV. Rewrite the following sentences using the passive. 

1. The human brain can read 1,000 words per minute. 

  _______________________________________________________________  

2. In 30 minutes, the human body gives off enough heat to bring a gallon of water to the boiling 

point. 

  _______________________________________________________________  

  _______________________________________________________________  

3. If the human brain were a computer, it could perform 38 thousand-trillion operations per 

second. 

  _______________________________________________________________  

4. Your body produces 25 million new cells each second. 

  _______________________________________________________________  

5. The human brain uses 20% of the entire body's oxygen and calorie intake, despite only 

accounting for about 2% of an adult's body mass. 

    



 


